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About Us

Delta World Charter - Your Ally and Partner
In Aviation
At Delta World Charter, we know that our customers have a choice when selecting their air charter broker. That
is why we strive to exceed their expectations at every interaction by bringing in a new energy and approach,
and providing the very best in aircraft charter services.

Dmitriy Korshunov, CEO of Delta World Charter

Founded in 2014, Delta World Charter has already
served over 60 customers globally. Dedicated
to providing the finest in air charter service, we
guarantee to offer our clients the highest standards of
consulting, service and value. We are, and strive to
remain the superior choice for Private Jets, Business
flights or Group tours, Cargo and Commercial Aircraft
Charter, Leasing or Trading.
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Based in Al Maktoum International Airport, Dubai
South, the company is strategically located to help
support the rapidly growing market and further
develop presence in the region and beyond.

Experience and Reputation: A management
team with over 50 years of combined experience
and excellent reputation in aviation

Customer Delight – Our Mission: We recognize
that our customers are the reason for our
existence.

Global Network: Access to over 60,000 aircraft
globally

Always Available: We operate 24/7 - 365 days a
year and appoint a dedicated account manager
who is available to the client at all times.

A True Partner: We share our customers’
priorities and sensitivities

www.dwc.aero
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Private Jet Charter

Delta World Charter - Private Jet Charter
+971 4 887 9550 (24/7 Hotline)
Delta World Charter brings a new standard of excellence to private jet charter services. Our objective is to understand
your individual needs and to take the stress out of your travel planning and the travel itself by delivering exceptional
standards of consulting, style and service.

Private Jet Leasing

Private Jet Trading

Long To Medium Term Charter For Lease: Our global
portfolio of aircraft enables us to arrange the most
suitable private jet aircraft efficiently and effectively.

We facilitate the trading, i.e. selling and purchase
of the private jet that meets your investment and
personal goals.

Advisory Service Valid Throughout The Contract:
Our service extends and adapts throughout the
complete duration of your contract. We know your
needs grow and need to be adapted to.
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Safety and Security: Your safety and security is our top priority.
Global Coverage & Competitive Pricing: We arrange your private
jet travel from any point A to any point B in the world at the best
possible value.
Speed, Flexibility and Comfort: We ensure the complete package
works to your schedule. You save enormous amount of time
clearing through security and immigration, luggage and uncalled
delays.

www.dwc.aero
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Commercial Jets

Delta World Charter - Commercial Aircraft
+971 4 887 9550 (24/7 Hotline)
Delta World Charter brings a new vision to the commercial aircraft charter industry - adaptable, discreet and
professional. Whether you are planning evacuation in a crisis situation, a charter for a sports team, a VIP executive
charter or anything in between, our tailored solutions ensure you are covered for every situation.

Commercial Aircraft Leasing

Commercial Aircraft Trading

Delta World Charter is actively involved in successful
short to long-term lease-in and lease-out of commercial
aircraft.

Delta World Charter can help facilitate trading - selling
and purchase of commercial aircraft that optimizes
your return on investment.

Extensive Aircraft Portfolio For Lease-In: DWC is
strategically aligned with a wide array of airlines to
offer a global portfolio of aircraft.
Advisory Service Valid Throughout The Contract:
Our service extends and adapts throughout the
duration of the contract to enhance customer value.
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Transport of Group of Any Size: We tailor to
your exact group size requirement and offer
aircraft options for every occasion.
Safety and Security: We are completely
devoted to your safety and security, and thus
authenticate every aspect beforehand.

Global Coverage & Competitive Pricing: With
access to thousands of aircraft globally, DWC
is your best choice in providing the best quote
and price in the industry, from any point A to
any point B.
Speed, Flexibility and Comfort: You control
the solutions we offer. We ensure that even the
most demanding of schedule is met.

www.dwc.aero
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DWC - Cargo

Delta World Charter - Cargo
+971 4 887 9552
Delta World Charter provides dependable and economical freight services for all types of cargo, from dangerous
goods, to humanitarian relief.
We offer the expertise and industry knowledge that leads to the best of options, solutions and customer service
for our clients and guarantee 100% stress free Cargo Charter Services.

Cargo Aircraft Leasing

Cargo Aircraft Trading

Delta World Charter provides short to long-term
lease-in and lease-out of cargo aircraft globally.

With its network and access to a global secondary
market, Delta World Charter can help facilitate the sale
and purchase of cargo aircraft.

Broad Aircraft Portfolio for Lease-In: Our global
portfolio of aircraft enables us to arrange the most
suitable cargo aircraft cost-effectively.
Quick Turnaround Ability: Because of our expertise
and professional contacts in the industry, we can
provide solutions even if you have very little lead-time
to spare.
Available To Coordinate & Advice Throughout The
Contract Validity: Your satisfaction is guaranteed. Our
service extends and adapts throughout the duration of
your contract.
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Full Range of Cargo Aircraft: Looking to
transport heavy / outsize cargo, oil and gas
equipment, time critical cargo, automotive
cargo, dangerous goods, humanitarian aid? Our
wide range of aircrafts are a match for these
and all other solutions you may be seeking.

Global Network: DWC can help get cargo
across from anywhere to anywhere.
Speed, Flexibility and Comfort: We ensure all
your requirements are taken care of under one
roof.

www.dwc.aero
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Office

Delta World Charter - Our Offices
Dubai, UAE

Moscow, Russia

Delta World Charter DWC-LLC.
Office 501, Building A3
Dubai South HQ, P.O.Box 644342

OOO Delta Charter
3rd floor, Building G
Business Park Rumyantsevo, 22nd km of Kiev highway

We are available 24/7 on the Hotline numbers.
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Contacts

24/7 Hotline

+971 4 887 95 50

Passenger:

Cargo:

+971 4 887 9550
passenger@dwc.aero

+971 4 887 9552
cargo@dwc.aero

Email:

Fax Number:

charter@dwc.aero

+971 4 887 9735

Website:

www.dwc.aero

www.dwc.aero
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Delta World Charter

www.dwc.aero

Delta World Charter DWC-LLC.
Office 501, Building A3, Dubai South HQ,
P.O.Box 644342, Dubai, UAE.
24/7 Hotline
Passenger +971 4 887 9550
Cargo
+971 4 887 9552
Fax
+971 4 887 9735
Email
charter@dwc.aero
www.dwc.aero

